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Vision & Mission 

  

 

  

Vision  
Sustainable development through financial inclusion 

 

Mission 
Taking measures for social and economic uplift of the marginalized, with focus on 
women, to enhance their economic prosperity & self-reliance through financial 

inclusion & capacity building. 
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DAMEN Support Program (DSP) – Introduction 
The roots of Damen Support Programme lie in a non-profit NGO – Development Action for Mobilization and Emancipation 
(DAMEN) – set up in 1992, under Societies Registration Act, XXI of 1860. DAMEN started its operations with aim of working 
for alternative development at grass-root level in Pakistan. It was an alliance of social scientists, philanthropists and 
professionals from various fields having significant experience of working with NGOs locally and internationally.  
DAMEN initially started by focusing on the role and development of women & children in local communities; the programs 
being run were: 

 Home School Education Program 

 Industrial Home for Women 

 Entrepreneurship Development Program 

By continuously assessing the need of community DAMEN initiated the micro credit program in 1996, to help women foster 
economic activities in their communities. 
In 2014 DAMEN transformed its Micro Finance Program into a separate legal entity by the name of Damen Support 
Programme (DSP). This step has been taken to concentrate on DAMEN’s economic sector initiatives, increase focus on 
financial inclusion, improve transparency, and strengthen access to commercial funds, donors and investors. DSP is a finance 
company, registered under section 42 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 with the Securities and Exchange Commission of 
Pakistan (SECP). 
DSP concentrates on the social and economic uplift of communities, with an exclusive focus on the empowerment of women 
of marginalized communities with the following objectives; 

 To take measures for social and economic uplift and empowerment of marginalized communities, especially in rural 

areas and urban slums, to enable them to enhance their capacity for income generation to eradicate the real and 

most tangible problems for their sustainable development by initiating / implementing programs including micro credit, 

vocational training and capacity building of communities.  

 To concentrate on activities for integrated self-reliant and long-term development of the communities through various 

programs of poverty alleviation. 

 To enhance the cause of women development by initiating programs for income generation and awareness of their 

legal and basic rights. 

 To train and support human resources for devising, Implementing and overseeing development projects and 

programs. 

DSP adopts a four-pronged strategy to achieve its overall objectives; 
1. Micro-Credit 

2. Health and Life Insurance services 

3. Training, Capacity Building and Skill Development of Community Action Groups 

4. Research, Networking and Linkages 
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Clients’ Success Stories 
 

  

 
Sughran Akhtar from Warburton 
  

If you really want to do something you will find a way. If 
you don’t you will find an excuse. The quote seems fit for 
Sughran Akhtar who instead of making her life an excuse 
set goals for herself and then worked hard to achieve 
those goals. Sughran a mother of five resides in 
Warburton with her family. Her husband was a factory 
worker and all her family was dependent on his job. Few 
years back his factory was closed and he could not find 
any other job. His joblessness created a miserable 
condition for whole family. Despite her husband’s all 
efforts he could not succeed in getting job. In this situation 
Sughran thought about doing something to earn by herself 
but she also had no opportunity for the purpose.  At that 
time instead of leaving her courage she started searching 
earning opportunities for herself. 

Sughran had faith on the fact that challenges are a gift 
that force us to the new center of gravity. With the same 
faith she continued her efforts for searching some better 
opportunity. Her search met first success when she found 
a person in her community, doing the business of making 
animals’ decorative jewelry. Sughran asked him to give 
her some work of making this jewelry on daily wages. It 
enabled her to make some earning but Sughran wanted to 
earn more. She had set a goal for herself, to provide 
financial sustainability to her family, and continued her 
struggle for it.  Nearly four year before, after hearing about 
the financial services provided by DSP, she found an 
opportunity to achieve her goal. For the purpose of 
availing this opportunity, she visited DSP Branch in 
Warburton and applied for loan after getting complete 
information regarding policies and procedures. Her loan 
was approved and after acquiring loan she purchased 
some raw material for starting her own business. It 

increased her earning from Rs.6000 to Rs.15,000 
monthly. After completing her first loan cycle she took  

 

 

another loan which expanded her business from 
Rs.15,000 to Rs.25,000. Recently she is DSP’s client of 
fourth loan cycle and her earning has been reached up to 
Rs.50,000 monthly.   

Initially Sughran involved her daughter in her business but 
later on, with the expansion in her business, she started 
giving work to her community females on daily wages. At 
this time she is providing earning opportunities to more 
than 30 females of her community.   

Sughran seems quite satisfied of her life as she has been 
succeeded in increasing financial sustainability of her 
family by earning a very reasonable amount. Although she 
also faced difficulties, for being unaware of market for 
purchase of raw material and sale of final products, yet 
instead of getting discouraged she found its solution by 
sending her son in the market. Now he supports her in 
bringing raw material from Shah Alam Market (Lahore) 
and Saeed Nagar (Gujranwala) and then sale the product 
in same markets. 

From her saving of this business she has not only repaired 
her home but has also improved her life style as her 
daughter says, “Through this business we have gotten an 
opportunity to fulfil our desires. Before we had left 
attending family functions as we had no money to spend 
on our dresses and other expenses. Now we confidently 
attend all functions and get respect in our relatives”. 
Sughran and her daughter both give credit to DSP for 
bringing prosperity in their lives. 
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In future Sughran wants to further increase her raw 
material which will not only increase her income but will 
also create earning opportunities for more females of her 
community 

Asifa Bibi from Shahkot  

Asifa always thanks her difficulties because these were 
the great motivators which lead her towards success. Ten 
years before when Asifa got married her husband was 
doing some labor. At that time what he earned although 
was not enough to manage home yet joint family system 
made it possible to her. The life was moving on same 
routine but every coming day was becoming more difficult 
than the previous one. After some period of marriage her 
husband became jobless and he did not try to find any. 
Still she was trying grip the situation created by 
unemployment of her husband and one after the other 
births of four children when her in-laws played the role of 
adding fuel to her difficulties by separating her from joint 
family system. Now she had to survive on her own 
resources but there were no resources. Her husband was 
jobless and she had no saving to fulfill the needs of her 
children.  

In those days, a female in Asifa’s neighbor was doing the 
business of making hair buns. Asifa went to her and asked 
for teaching her skills of making hair buns. After learning 
those skills she started making hair buns on daily wages 
and earned some money to provide food to her children 
but it was not sufficient to fulfil whole needs of her 
children.  With four children to provide for, Asifa needed to 
make ends meet, while providing a stable environment for 
her children to grow up in.  

Four years ago, after knowing about the financial services 
provided by DSP, Asifa decided to tempt her fate.   In 
2014 she applied for loan from DSP which was approved 
after completing all policies and procedures. After 
acquiring loan, Asifa was able to establish her own 
business of hair bun making from within her home. It 
multiplied her income and enabled her to bear more 

expanses of her family. While starting her own business 
the major problem she had to face was how to market her  

 

product as she herself was not able to go to the market 
and deal with shopkeepers. Instead of getting discouraged 
by the problem she found its solution and sent her 
husband in the market. Now she prepares material while 
her husband looks into external affairs.   

From her second and third loans she expanded her 
business by increasing her stock. At this time total 12 
females are working with her on daily wages and sharing 
the financial expenses of their families. Asifa herself is 
earning nearly Rs.50, 000 monthly from this business and 
her whole family is dependent on this business. Despite of 
being an uneducated woman, Asifa thinks like a business 
woman. She has realized that success depends upon 
effort and she has to make more and more efforts to get 
success in life. Recently she has taken fourth loan of 
Rs.75,000 from DSP and started another business parallel 
to previous one. She has purchased three machines of 
making laces (gota kinari) and hired an expert of these 
machines on salary. Still it is the beginning of this 
business but she is earning more than Rs.10,000 from it.  

Now Asifa is very satisfied of her life as she is capable of 
earning a very handsome amount. Before she often had 
quarrels with her husband because of his joblessness but 
behaving like a good manger she adjusted him in her 
business and made him a part of it. Now her husband as 
well as in-laws seem very happy. Asifa is not only 
providing education and other facilities to her children but 
has also married her two sisters in law from her savings.  

Asifa has earned a good name and trust in the community 
and it is evident by the fact that people send their 
daughters to her for labor. In future she wants to flourish 
her both businesses by establishing a proper set-up. She 
would increase her stock of making hair buns and provide 
earning opportunities to more and more females of her 
community.
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Development Support Programme (DSP) empowers women by increasing their 
well beings, access to resources, self-confidence, self-esteem and respect, 
participation in decision-making and bargaining power, and increased 
control over benefits and their own life. Main focus of DSP is to empower 
women through the expansion and sustainability of their enterprises. For the 
purpose DSP provides its financial support to low income female clients and 
micro entrepreneurs having no access to formal financial resources. Recently 
DSP is providing its financial services in District Lahore, Kasur, 
Sheikhupura, Nankana Sahib, Okara and Faisalabad while Gujranwala, 
Sahiwal and Toba Tek Singh area expected to disburse their first group of 
clients in next quarter. 

 
Operational Enactments 
 

  

Outreach 

Lahore Sheikhu
pura 

Kasur Nanka
na 

Okara Faisala
bad 

Gujran
wala 

T.T.Sin
gh 

Sahiwal 

Area I Area II Area III Area IV Area V Area VI Area 
VII 

Area 
VIII 

Area IX Area X 

Niaz Baig Halloki  Begum 
Kot 

Phool 
Nagar 

Nankana 
Sahib 

Okara Faisalabad Gujranwal
a 

T.T Singh Sahiwal-I 

Chung Shamke 
Bhattian 

Sharqpur Chunian Shahkot Hujra 
Shah 

Thikriwala Kamonkey Kamalia Sahiwal-II 
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Muqeem 

Kahna Manga Rachna 
Town 

Pattoki MorKhund
a 

Depalpur Jaranwala Wazirabad Gojra Chichawat
ni 

Ali Raza 
Abad 

Raiwind Muridkey Habibabad Warburton Haveli 
Lakha 

Samandri Alam 
Chowk 

Pir-Mahal Arifwala 

 
During the reporting period DSP has merged one branch from each pre-
existing area reducing the tally from 30 to 24. As well as with the 
establishment of four new areas total number of branches has been raised 
from 24 to 40. By the end of this quarter DSP has total 10 areas Lahore-I, 
Lahore-II, Sheikhupura, Kasur, Nankana, Okara, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, 
Sahiwal and Toba Tek Singh.  Detail of these areas along with branches is 
given below. Faisalabad among the newly established areas is disbursing 
clients while other three including Gujranwala, Toba Tek Singh and 
Sahiwal are engaged in mobilization. These areas are expected to disburse 
new clients during next quarter of the year.  
 

Detail of Areas along with Branches 
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Areas View at Map 
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Outstanding Loan Portfolio (OLP) and Active Clients 
 
During the reporting period DSP added 4,829 to its clients’ base increasing the 
tally to 73,785, reflecting an increase of 7%.  An increase from 11,644 to 12,427 
clients in Area I, 12,384 to 12,799 clients in Area II, 11,263 to 11,543 clients in 
Area III, 12,501 to 12,883 clients in Area IV, 12,759 to 13,193 clients in Area V 
and 8,405 to 9,315 clients in Area VI was observed, while Area VII has total 1,625 
new clients 
. 
Similarly total Outstanding Loan Portfolio (OLP) of DSP remained 
Rs.2,399,231,770 with Rs.430,150,208 OLP of Area I, Rs.444,955,643 of Area II, 
395,460,840 of Area III, 400,383,566 of Area IV, Rs.388,382,422 of Area V, 
Rs.271,089,216 of Area VI and Rs.68,809,875 of Area VII.  

 
Area-wise Outstanding Loan Portfolio & Active Client 

 

Division of Clients Regarding Loan Cycle 

DSP aims to establish long term relations 

with its clients. This is evident as only 46% 

of its active clients account are new while 

long term relations have been established 

with 54% of our active clients out of which 

9% account for a 5 year + relationship. 

LHS: MAR-18 RHS: DEC-13 
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Division of Clients Regarding Loan Cycle 

Average Loan Size & Balance 
Average loan size of DSP decreased 

from 55,975 (by the end of 

December) to 55,613 (by the end of 

reporting period). The reason can 

be the inclusion of more new 

clients in Area VII resulting in a 

decrease in repeated clients. On the 

other hand average loan balance 

was improved from 31,859 (by the 

end of December) to 32,517 (by the 

end of reporting period). 

  

Average Loan Size and Loan Balance  

Agricultural Loans 
DSP had introduced Agricultural 

loans for farmers in Area-IV, V 

and VI to finance farming 

activities like purchasing of seeds, 
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Portfolio at Risk Ratio 
PAR > 30 days is 0.28% during 

the reporting period while it was 

0.21% by the end of December, 

0.15% by the end of September, 

and 0.09% by June end. Graph 

given shows the detail of aging 

summary of PAR by the end of 

December-17 and March-18.  

 

Aging Summary of Portfolio at Risk 

Business Categorization 

Majority of DSPs clients are 

associated with trade & business. 

This ranges from buying and 

selling of milk, to owing micro-

level departmental stores. 

By the end of March-18, 40.4% 

clients were linked with livestock, 

30.2% with tailoring and 

clothing, 26.8% with trade & 

business and only 1.5% were 

related to handicrafts and 
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Updates 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

Establishment of Compliance Department 
With the implementation of expansion plan it was also necessary to establish a 
Compliance Department to maintain the organization’s compliance with both 
industry and organization’s regulations.  This Department is responsible;  

Islamic Microfinance  
Islamic Microfinance Branch in Kot 

Radha Kishan is following the 

Islamic Banking System. Total 

number of active clients of this 

branch increased from 1,088 (by the 

end of December-17) to 1,321 (by 

the end of reporting period).  

 

Graph shows gradual increase in clients of Islamic 
Microfinance 

OLP of Islamic Microfinance  
OLP of Islamic Microfinance Branch 

was raised from Rs.34, 548,548 to 

Rs.43,207,942.  
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Average Loan Size and Loan Balance of 
Islamic Microfinance 
Average loan size was increased from 

52,476 (by the end of December-17) 

to 54,128 (by the end of said 

quarter) while average loan balance 

was increased from 31,754 (by the 

end of December-17) to 32,709. (by 

the end of said quarter).  

 

Average Loan Size and Loan Balance of Islamic 
Microfinance 

Complaint Cell 
Complaint Cell of DSP addresses the 

grievances of clients timely and 

effectively. During the reporting 

period this cell received total 118 

complaints, out of it 68 are resolved 

while other 50 unresolved are 

health claims dependent on 

insurance company.  
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Developing Capacities 
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Capacity Development is defined as “the 
activities, approaches, strategies, and 
methodologies which help organizations, 
groups and individuals to improve their 
performance, generate development benefits 
and achieve their objectives”. DSP has a focus 
on strengthening technical expertise, through 
hiring or training staff or volunteers in 
program planning and design, best practices, 
and other similar technical areas. 
 
 
Trainings are the tool used for enhancing the 
capabilities of staff. Targeted trainings 
towards staff are important to help them meet 
their key responsibilities. Building the skills 
of staff are important in helping them out in 
carrying their job specification, not only 
through preliminary trainings but on-going 
trainings as well. These trainings also help 
the employee in acquiring new skills to 
perform their duties effectively, in getting 
promotions within organization and in 
getting up-skilled to do some innovative 
things, which keep them fresh and motivated.  
To keep the employees up with the new 
developments in their field, human and 
institutional department of DSP firstly 
identifies the gaps in their performance and 
then decides what type of training is needed 
and who needs it. 

 

Staff Trainings 
 

New Staff Orientations  
During the reporting period HID Department gave orientations to all newly hired 
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staff as well as Junior Professionals. The orientations briefed the participants about 
DAMEN & transformation of Damen’s microfinance program into DSP and DSP’s 
policies and role in economic development. The orientations also focused on code of 
conduct, appraisal & social mobilization techniques, policies and procedures of 
microcredit and social sector programs.  
 

Trainings on Operational & HR Policies, Procedures and Code of Conduct 
Six trainings on “Operational & HR Policies, Procedures and Code of Conduct” were 
organized for newly hired staff of Area-VIII Gujranwala, Area-IX Toba Tek Singh 
and Area-X Sahiwal District. The purpose of the training was to enable the staff to 
perform well in the field while complying the Operational and HR policies and 
procedures.  The training enhanced the knowledge of staff about organizational 
policies regarding major & minor offences, code of conduct (including transparency, 
fair practice, dignified treatment, privacy & fair disclosure, governance & client  
satisfaction) and major policies for loan (including loan criteria, operational 
strategies, transfer policies of staff and early close loan policy).  
 

Detail of the Trainings on Operational & HR Policies, Procedures and Code of Conduct 
Sr.# Date Area Nature of 

Participants 
Number of 
Participants 

1 29th January, 2018 Area VII AM, FM, AO, LOs, 
JPs 

33 

2 5th  March, 2018 Area X LOs, JPs 11 
3 5th March, 2018 Area IX FM, LOs, JPs 14 
4 12th March, 2018 Area-VIII FM, LOs, JPs 24 
5 19th March, 218 Area-VIII LOs 5 
6 20th  March, 2018 Area IX FM, LOs, AO, JPs 29 
 Total   116 

 

Trainings on Credit Appraisal Techniques & Cash Flow 
Four trainings on “Credit Appraisal Techniques & Cash Flow” were organized to 
enhance the knowledge of staff regarding microfinance, microcredit, appraisal & its 
techniques and how to develop these techniques to appraise the client, major types of 
credit appraisal and major channels in credit appraisal, difference between bank 
appraisal and MFI appraisal, key areas of credit appraisal, ensuring borrowers’ 
satisfaction and cash flow.  
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Detail of the Trainings on Credit Appraisal Techniques & Cash Flow 
 Date Area Nature of 

Participants 
Number of 
Participants 

1 7th March, 2018 Area X LOs, JPs 23 
2 7th March, 2018 Area IX FM, LOs, JPs 14 
3 14th March, 2018 Area VIII FM, LOs, JPs 22 
4  20th March, 2018 Area VIII LOs 3 
 Total   62 

 

Trainings on Social Mobilization, Qualities of Loan Officers and Credit Policies 
To develop skills of the newly hired staff of Area VIII, IX & X, about using different 
tools of social mobilization and describe them the qualities of loan officers and 
different credit policies 4 trainings on “Social Mobilization, Qualities of Loan 
Officers and Credit Policies” were organized.  

Detail of Trainings on Social Mobilization, Qualities of Loan Officers and Credit Policies 
Sr.# Date Area Nature of 

Participants 
Number of 
Participants 

1 6th March, 2018 Area-X LOs, JPs 11 
2 6th March, 2018 Area IX FM, LOs, AO, JPs 15 
3 13th March, 2018 Area VIII FMs, LOs, JPs 21 
4 21st March, 2018 Area VIII LOs 2 
 Total   49 

 

Trainings on Stress Management 
Three trainings on “Stress Management” were organized to enable participants to be 
more effective at work and at home. The training will help the employee better deal 
with the pressures of the modern workplace. 

Detail of the Trainings on Stress Management 
Sr.# Date Area Nature of 

Participants 
Number of 
Participants 

1 2nd January, 2018 Area I LOs 22 
2 3rd  January, 2018 Area II LOs 23 
3  4th January, 2018 Area III LOs 23 
 Total   68 
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External Staff Trainings 
 

 Ms. Sadia Munir (Senior Manager Risk), Mr. Asif Mehmood (Senior Manager 

Internal Audit) and Mr. Sarmad Mirza (Manager Compliance) received a 

training on “Credit Analysis & Risk Management” organized by Bankers 

Development Institute on 11th January in Sunfort Hotel, Lahore.  

 Mr. Muhammad Ali Maqbool, Mr. Rizwan Siddique, Mr. Kaleem Ullah 

(Area Managers Area VI, IV and III respectively) got a training on “Detecting 

& Managing Problem Loans” by Bankers Development Institute on 22nd 

February in Sunfort Hotel, Lahore. 

 Ms. Khadija Farid, (Deputy Manager Finance) participated in a training 

workshop on “Pricing Transparency and APR Calculation” organized by 

MicroFinanza Rating in collaboration with PMN on 5th March in Avari 

Hotel, Lahore. 
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Community Trainings 
 

Community Skill Development 
Program has been developed for 
the females who have some 
financial resources to start their 
business but lack of skills hinders 
their way. Skill Development 
Trainings are flexible and 
demand driven. Training 
Department of DSP observes the 
potential, what kind of training 
is required and how many 
females are interested in getting 
these skills, and then plans their 
trainings accordingly. These 
trainings are an effective tool to 
impart employable skills among 
marginalized females of 
marginalized communities to 
enable them to earn their 
livelihood. These trainings are 
totally free of cost and help a 
number of women to start their 
own business.  
 

Training on Beautician Skills 
A training on beautician skills had been organized from 20th Dec-17 to 20th Feb-
2018 at Chunian Field Office for 22 community females residing in the same area. 
The training intended to make the participants able to start their own business and 
share their familial burden by enhancing their beautification skills. 
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Research Networking & Linkages 
 

  

 

Research 
During the reporting period DSP planned for expansion of its operational activities 
in more districts of the Punjab. For the Purpose Research Department conducted 
research studies of District Gujranwala, Hafizabad, Toba Tek Singh, Pakpattan, 
Sahiwal, Vehari and Sialkot District to assess the probabilities of opening new 
branches in these areas, assess number of prospective clients, to understand the 
socio-economic conditions of the areas and to get in depth information and 
opinion about expanding microfinance operations by assessing the need of people 
in all Tehsils of said districts.  
 
After strong observation and in-depth analysis of all said districts DSP has started 
its operational activities in Gujranwala, Toba Tek Singh and Sahiwal Districts 
while Vehari and Sialkot are next to start operational activities. 

 
Networking & Linkages 
In this age of globalization no organization can imagine to survive alone without 
having links with others. Creation of networks and linkages are an essential 
component of any development program and provide synergies for the program to 
build upon from a point of advantage to a point of strength. Networking and 
Linkages basically means forming formal and informal partnerships and ties with 
other organizations in different areas of mutual interest and/or benefits. DSP like 
other microfinance organizations use networking as a way to gain new clients and 
make a sustainable development. For the purpose it creates new linkages and 
networking at the local and regional level for creating better relationship with 
other organizations and institutions.  
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 Mr. Amir Qadir (Senior Manager Operations) and Mr. Hassaan Tariq (G.M. IT) 
did an exposure visit of Thar Deep Organization Sindh, from 15th – 17th 
January, to see the paperless work environment and find out the possibilities 
of introducing said system in DSP. 

 Ms. Naghma Rashid (CEO) attended PPAF Meeting on 14th February, in 
Islamabad. 

 Mr. Asif Mahmood (Senior Manager Internal Audit), Mr. Sarmad Mirza 
(Manager Compliance) and  Ms. Hira Khalid (Assistant Manager Finance 
Payroll) participated in “Orientation Session on Online Returns Submission 
(SERS) for Non-Bank Microfinance Institutions” organized by PMN in 
collaboration with Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP)  
on 26th  February at Pearl Continental, Lahore.    

 Ms. Naghma Rashid (CEO) and Mr. Parvez Hamid (COO) participated in 
Pakistan Microfinance Network’s meeting at Karachi. 
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 Implementation of new performance appraisal & management system at all levels 

and impact on the improvement of loan portfolio. 
 Maintain the yield of GLP by not allowing field staff to take recoveries before due 

date 
 Reduce the cost per loan 
 Maintain the client base at a certain level of 2500 clients per field office. 
 Monitoring of loan utilization. 

 

Existing Gaps 
 

 Weak social mobilization.  
 Problem of delinquency due to non-compliance of policies and procedures in 

groups and center formation.  
 

Lessons Learnt 
 

 Improved monitoring (from Head Office, Regional Offices, Area / Field offices) can 
surefire the success of program.  

 Strong mobilization for group and center formation can ensure the long term 
sustainability of microcredit program. 

 Customary interaction with the borrowers can be assured better recovery rate and 
delinquency loans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 
Constraints & Challenges 
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Celebrations 

 
 

Networking &  
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International Women’s  Day Celebrations 
 

Damen Support Programme in collaboration with Damen 
celebrated Women Rights Day on 9th March, 2018 at Ali 
Institute of Education, Feroze Pur Road, Lahore. More than 
250 people including field & Head Office staff, Board 
Members, civil society organizations and media persons 
participated in the event. 
 
The day was dedicated to Ms. Asma Jahangir (Executive 
Director Human Rights Commission of Pakistan) to 
acknowledge her endless efforts for human rights 
especially women rights, equality and discrimination 
against women.  
 
The event started with the recitation of Holy Quran 
followed by a documentary highlighting DSP’s role in 
women empowerment.   Subsequently another 
documentary highlighting Asma Jahangir’s untiring efforts 
for human as well as women rights was displayed. After 
documentary Mr. Muhammad Tahseen (Executive Director 
SAP), Ms. Neelam Hassan (Executive Director Simorgh, Mr. 
I. A. Rehman (Secretary General of Human Rights 
Commission of Pakistan), Mr. Taimoor Rehman (Professor 
Economics Department, LUMS) paid tribute to Ms. Asma 
Jahangir.  All speakers attributed the death of Ms. Jahangir 
a big loss which can never be compensated.  
 
A performance by Damen Home School Children was 
followed by the distribution of prizes to female 
entrepreneurs, who are sharing their familial burdens by 
making positive use of DSP’s loan for the sustainability of 
their business. These females are a source of motivation to 
the community around them. Damen Home Schools’ 
children also performed a skit highlighting the issue of 
violence against women and role of women in minimizing 
it. The skit showed that a female is fully empowered to 
change the society by raising her voice against the 
atrocities and violence of her family and other community.  
 
Prizes were also distributed among children who 
performed in the skit.” Lal Band” gave an excellent musical 
performance at the end of the event.  

 

 


